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Pollen-mediated gene flow is one of the main concerns associated with the introduc-
tion of genetically modified (GM) crops. Should a premium for non-GM varieties
emerge on the market, ‘contamination’ by GM pollen would generate a revenue loss
for growers of non-GM varieties. This paper analyses the problem of pollen-mediated
gene flow as a particular type of production externality. The model, although simple,
provides useful insights into coexistence policies. Following on from this and taking
GM herbicide-tolerant oilseed rape (Brassica napus) as a model crop, a Monte Carlo
simulation is used to generate data and then estimate the e!ect of several important
policy variables (including width of bu!er zones and spatial aggregation) on the
magnitude of the externality associated with pollen-mediated gene flow.
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1. Introduction

The coexistence of genetically modified (GM) and conventional crops in the
EU is permitted by the principle that farmers should be able to cultivate freely
the crops they choose, be they GM, conventional or organic. However, this is
qualified by the need to account for any economic consequences arising
from the adventitious presence (AP) of material from one crop in another
(European Commission 2003). In 2003, the EU adopted two Regulations (EC
Regulation 1829/2003 and 1830/2003) establishing a 0.9 per cent threshold
for the maximum AP of GM material in conventional food and feed. As GM
material can mix with conventional material (through pollen dispersal, for
example) and as consumers might have a negative attitude towards GM
produce, this leads to an externality problem. Because the level of contamina-
tion is distance dependent, spatial considerations are important. The aim of
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regulation must be to identify measures (ex-ante and/or ex-post, Kolstad
et al. 1990) that deal with the e"ciency issues raised by GM crops.
An externality occurs when a decision by one actor directly a!ects

another actor’s utility/production relationship and no compensation is paid
(Baumol and Oates 1988). Arrow (1970) shows such interdependences
between utility/production relationships reflect the lack of a su"ciently rich
set of markets and conflict with allocative e"ciency. Markets may be miss-
ing for various reasons, including because of ill-defined property rights or
excessive transaction costs. Coase’s approach requires the definition of prop-
erty rights as a way to stimulate private bargaining and promote e"ciency
(Coase 1960).
The di!erent assignment of property rights in North America and in

the EU has led to di!erent regulations on coexistence. In North America,
property rights have been assigned to GM adopters. This means that
there is the right to grow GM without any special care for the e!ects on
conventional and organic produce. In contrast, in the EU, property rights
have been assigned to conventional and organic farmers (i.e., the ‘new-
comer principle’) through the introduction of ex-ante technical measures
(aiming at the elimination of the external cost) and ex-post liability (Beck-
mann et al. 2010). In an idealised situation in which there were no trans-
action costs, both allocations would stimulate bargaining and promote
e"ciency, although with di!erent distributional implications. However,
given transaction costs, bargaining may not occur, and assigning property
rights to the GM adopter will favour the spread of GM varieties. In con-
trast, property rights assigned to conventional and organic growers will
hinder GM adoption in the presence of transaction costs (Beckmann and
Wesseler 2007).
The purpose of this paper is to show that, regardless of why property

rights have been assigned to conventional/organic farmers, the EU measures
go well beyond the promotion of allocative e"ciency, which should be the
prime reason for regulating coexistence. This is attributed to three reasons.
First, the technical measures proposed in various EU Member States (e.g.,
bu!er areas on GM fields) have the objective of completely eliminating the
external cost. This is not consistent with e"ciency, because it removes any
incentive for the ‘victim’ to self-protect (Baumol and Oates 1988). Second,
the liability measures reinforce this problem by providing victims with com-
pensation. Metcalfe (1995) observes that ‘...innovations are invariably con-
nected with change and uneven distribution of their consequences...inevitably
there will be gainers and losers and while the former may in principle be able
to compensate the latter – otherwise we would have technical regress rather
than technical progress – there is no reason why this compensation should take
place...here one need only consider the consequences of allowing the owners of
a group of firms to sue a more competitive rival for innovation related loss of
profit to see the importance of this point.’ (pp. 413–414). Finally, as the
simple economic model will show, a mutual interdependence exists between
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‘emitters’ and ‘victims’. Vatn and Bromley (1997) show that in such circum-
stances, e"ciency may require abatement to be undertaken by both the
‘emitters’ and the ‘victims’.
Over the past few years, economic literature on coexistence has begun to

emerge. Munro (2007) is concerned with characterising a partial equilibrium
in the presence of GM-contamination externalities. Separation distances
between fields are the central element of his analysis. Similarly, Belcher et al.
(2005) use a ‘game of life’ simulation to assess the e!ect of growing GM
crops. Demont et al. (2009) use spatial analysis to discuss the relative merit of
separation distances against bu!er zones. Despite parallel advances in the
agricultural/ecological literature, which have led to estimates of pollen dis-
persal curves, the existing economic research has not explicitly used pollen
dispersal functions to assess the extent of contamination. Instead, it is com-
mon to rely on arbitrary heuristics (e.g., fields within a specific distance will
be contaminated above the threshold). Such models do not allow the study of
measures designed to limit the extent of cross-pollination between GM and
conventional fields, such as the use of bu!er areas around field edges. To
identify a suitable policy, regulators should know not only the cost associated
with it, but also its e!ectiveness.
In this paper, the general problem is considered with specific reference

to one GM crop that is currently under consideration in the EU:
herbicide-tolerant (HT) oilseed rape (henceforth simply GM OSR). GM
OSR is already extensively grown in Canada and elsewhere because of its
greater flexibility in weed management. There is evidence both that GM
OSR contamination of conventional crops has occurred in those countries
and that this contamination has had economic consequences (Friesen et al.
2003). This paper considers how such externalities might be addressed if
GM OSR is admitted to the EU. To achieve this, an analytical model is
first developed, which is capable of framing the e"ciency issues raised by
the coexistence of GM and conventional crops in the landscape. The
available information about pollen-mediated gene flow is then used to
characterise the relationship between the magnitude of the externality at
the landscape level and a number of important ‘policy variables’, specifi-
cally the area of GM and conventional OSR in the landscape, the width of
bu!ers on GM and conventional fields and the degree of spatial aggre-
gation. This information is then used to inform a discussion on the di!er-
ent policy options for coexistence.
The structure of the remainder of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents

the analytical model to describe the coexistence problem within the frame-
work of a production externality. Section 3 illustrates the Monte Carlo simu-
lation used to generate data on pollen-mediated gene flow. Section 4 then
uses the generated data to fit a functional form for the pollen-mediated gene
flow externality. In particular, a far more flexible functional form than previ-
ously used (Ceddia et al. 2009) is considered. The last section discusses the
results and draws conclusions.
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2. The economic model

The problem addressed is the internalisation of spatial externalities whose
characteristics depend on the pattern of GM technology adoption. In the
model all fields are of identical size, but the e!ect of the GM trait on
farms’ economic returns di!ers between farms. This therefore impacts on
the incentive of individual farms to adopt GM technology, which is also
a!ected by the way in which the regulatory system assigns property rights
(Beckmann et al. 2010). As a result, a number of farmers (the GM adopt-
ers) will allocate their land between the GM variety and an alternative
crop, while other farmers (the non-adopters) will allocate their land
between conventional OSR varieties and the alternative crop. Denote as Lg

the arable land available to those farmers who adopt GM and
Lc ! L" Lg as the area available to the ‘non-adopters’, where L denotes
the total arable land. Regulation of coexistence is assumed to occur before
the new technology is introduced. For simplicity, the following two cases
are considered:

• Property rights are assigned to GM farmers (as in North America). In this
case, cultivation of GM varieties does not require the adoption of particu-
lar measures to prevent contamination of non-GM crops. The number of
adopters will be relatively large, and the land available to adopters and
non-adopters will be, respectively, LU

g and LU
c ! L" LU

g .
• Property rights are assigned to conventional/organic farmers. However,
rather than requiring the complete elimination of the externality (through
ex-ante technical measures and/or ex-post liability), it is assumed that coex-
istence is moderately regulated so as to maximise joint profits of adopters
and non-adopters. In this case, the number of GM farmers will be lower
and the arable land available to adopters and non-adopters will be, respec-
tively, LR

g <LU
g and LR

c ! L" LR
g >LU

c .

It is assumed that adoption of GM varieties is irreversible, and the possibil-
ity that farmers grow both GM and conventional varieties of the same crop is
excluded. The analysis is static,1 confined to the farm level and only addresses
the problem of coexistence between GM and conventional OSR varieties,
therefore excluding organic OSR. The costs of herbicide resistance develop-
ment are not included in the analysis because they have been shown to
be quite low (of the order of C$2 per acre in Canada, Canola Council of
Canada 2005).
A consumer preference for conventional produce implies that the price of

conventional crops pc is higher than the price of the GM crop pg (Chern et al.
2002). The price of the other crop is pa. Farmers cannot influence these prices
by their actions. Technology is represented through standard (concave)

1 For dynamic considerations in the case of irreversible adoption of GM crops, see Beck-
mann et al. (2010).
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production functions denoted as fg(Æ), fc(Æ) and fa(Æ) for GM OSR, conven-
tional OSR and the alternative crop, respectively.
The physical basis of the externality is assumed to be cross-pollination.

Other sources of contamination (e.g., AP in seeds) are excluded for simplicity.
When contamination at field level exceeds a 0.9 per cent threshold (as per EU
regulations), the product must be labelled as GM and will be sold at the lower
price pg. Let E denote the contamination cost to the conventional farmers.
Pollen-mediated gene flow is distance dependent. Contamination can there-
fore be reduced by increased clustering of fields of similar crop types or
through the adoption of bu!er areas on adjacent fields of conventional and/
or GM crops (Tolstrup et al. 2003).

2.1. GM farmers have the ‘property rights’

When assigned property rights, GM farmers have no incentive to set-up buf-
fers or to cluster GM fields away from conventional fields to mitigate contam-
ination of neighbouring conventional farmers. Let dg denote the width of the
bu!er on GM fields and eg denote the ‘coordination e!ort’ of GM farmers
necessary to increase clustering. GM farmers will set dg = 0 and eg = 0, and
their problem can be represented as follows

Max
lg;lag

pgfg lg
! "

" cglg # pafa lag
! "

" calag $1%

Subject to lg # lag ! LU
g $2%

GM farmers maximise profits through their choice of land allocation to GM
OSR lg and to the alternative crop lag, given the fixed amount of land avail-
able LU

g , the technology, output prices pg and pa and variable costs cg and ca.
Land is the only argument of the production functions; all other inputs are
applied in fixed proportions. The first-order necessary conditions (FONC, see
Appendix) for problem (1, 2) imply that GM farmers will increase the area
committed to GM crops up to the point where the marginal returns on GM
OSR and the alternative crop are equalised, ignoring any impact on conven-
tional farmers. The corresponding problem for the conventional farmers can
be represented as follows

Max
lc;lac;dc;ec

pcfc$l̂c% " cc l̂c " hac &$ % # pafa lac$ % " calac " wec " E &$ % $3%

Subject to lc # lac ! LU
c ! L" LU

g $4%

where l̂c ! lc " ac. As with GM farmers, conventional farmers maximise
profits through the choice of land allocation to conventional OSR lc and the
alternative crop lac. In addition, they also choose appropriate bu!er widths dc
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on conventional OSR fields adjacent to GM OSR fields (so as to create a buf-
fer area ac

2) and a coordination e!ort ec to cluster conventional fields away
from GM fields. This is all under the constraints of a fixed amount of land
LU
c , technology, output prices pc and pa, variable production costs cc and ca,

bu!er area maintenance costs h and coordination e!ort costs w. The magni-
tude of the bu!er area ac depends on the area allocated to conventional OSR
(the larger lc the larger the bu!er area ac) and GM OSR (the larger lg the lar-
ger the likelihood of a GM and conventional OSR field being adjacent), on
the bu!er width dc eventually adopted and on the level of spatial aggregation
(the more clustered the configuration the smaller the bu!er area). Let A be a
generic index of spatial aggregation such that 0 £ A £ 1, where zero reflects a
completely disaggregated configuration and one a completely aggregated one.
From percolation theory3 (Gustafson and Parker 1992), it is known that for
lc = lg = 0, A will be identically equal to one, as if no OSR (conventional or
GM) is grown, the whole landscape will be planted with the alternative crop,
and the configuration of the landscape will be totally aggregated. If this trivial
case is excluded, A is an increasing function of GM and conventional farmers’
coordination e!orts eg and ec. The conventional farmers’ bu!er area can then
be expressed as ac ! ac lc; lg; dc;A eg; ec

! "! "
. The magnitude of the bu!er area

will be zero if no GM OSR or no conventional OSR is grown and if the bu!er
width is zero.
The externality E in Equation (3) reflects the premium Dp = pc ) pg lost

on the contaminated conventional OSR production. For given premium, the
externality will be increasing in the magnitude of the GM area and decreasing
in both bu!er width and the level of spatial aggregation. It can be written:

E ! E lg;lc;A eg;ec
! "

;dg;dc
! "

! Dp' C lg;lc;A &$ %;dg;dc
! "

$5%

C &$ % ! fc CL lg;lc;A &$ %;dg;dc
! "! "

$6%

@E

@lg
! Dp' @C

@lg
>0

@E

@A
! Dp' @C

@A
<0

@E

@dg
! Dp' @C

@dg
<0

@E

@dc
! Dp' @C

@dc
<0

$7%

where C and CL in Equations (5, 6), respectively, indicate the conventional
OSR output and area (net of the bu!er) with AP levels above the 0.9 per cent
threshold.
In general, the larger the source population (GM OSR) in a landscape,

the higher the degree of outcrossing observed in the sink population

2 It is assumed that bu!ers are left bare. This assumption may be not realistic, but is main-
tained nevertheless to keep consistency with the cross-pollination Monte Carlo experiment
illustrated in section 3. An extension of the model could consider the case with planted bu!ers.

3 Percolation theory is concerned with the behaviour of connected clusters in a random
network.
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(conventional OSR) (Bateman 1947). It is reasonable to expect that C will
increase when the GM area in the landscape increases (first inequality in
Eqn 7). On the other hand, the level of outcrossing is higher when source and
sink populations are scattered in the landscape (disaggregated) compared to
situations in which source and sink populations are ‘aggregated’ in di!erent
parts of the landscape (e.g., Ennos and Clegg 1982). It is therefore also rea-
sonable to expect that increasing spatial aggregation of GM and/or conven-
tional fields in the landscape will reduce C (second inequality in Eqn 7).
Finally, because pollen-mediated gene flow is distance dependent (e.g., Klein
et al. 2006), it is reasonable to expect that C will decrease if the width of buf-
fer areas on both GM and conventional fields increases (third and fourth
inequalities in Eqn 7). Each of the inequalities in Equation (7) can be inter-
preted as hypotheses and will be tested empirically in section 4. Note that in
Equation (7), the partial derivative @E=@lc is not specified because, a priori,
its sign is ambiguous. An increase in the conventional crop area is likely to
‘dilute’ the average AP level in each conventional field (‘dilution e!ect’), sug-
gesting a negative sign for the partial derivative. However, an increase in the
conventional OSR area will increase the conventional outputs susceptible of
having AP levels above 0.9 per cent (‘production e!ect’), suggesting a positive
sign for the partial derivative. Therefore, the discussion of the sign of this par-
tial derivative is delayed to the empirical analysis in section 4.
The FONC for problem (3, 4), presented in the Appendix, imply that

conventional farmers will increase the land area committed to conventional
OSR so as to equate marginal returns on alternative crops, taking into
account both the cost of bu!ers (the second term on the lhs of Eqn 15) and
of the contamination (the third term on the lhs of Eqn 15). Conventional
farmers will increase defensive bu!er widths up to the point where the mar-
ginal external damage saved (the last term on the lhs of Eqn 16) is equal to
the marginal net benefit of crop production forgone (the first term on the
lhs of Eqn 16). Finally, conventional farmers will invest in coordination of
planting decisions to cluster the conventional OSR fields, up to the point
where the marginal benefits of the reduction in the bu!er required (the first
element on the lhs of Eqn 17) and the reduction in the contamination cost
(the second element on the lhs of Eqn 17) are equal to the marginal cost w.
This is in line with empirical evidence suggesting that the recipients of an
externality tend to cluster away from the generators (Parker and Munroe
2007).

2.2. Conventional farmers have the ‘property rights’: the case of moderate
regulation

Let us now consider the case in which coexistence is moderately regulated
with the objective of maximising joint profits (MJP) of both GM and conven-
tional farmers. In these circumstances, it is reasonable to assume that the
number of GM adopters will be lower than in the previous case. For the
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purpose of the analysis, let ag ! ag lg; lc; dg;A eg; ec
! "! "

denote the GM farm-
ers’ bu!ers. Then MJP can be obtained as follows

Max
lg;lag;lc;lac;dg;dc;eg;ec

pgfg$l̂g% " cg l̂g " hag # pafa lag
! "

" calag " weg # pcfc$l̂c%

" cc l̂c " hac # pafa lac$ % " calac " wec " E $8%

Subject to lg # lag ! LR
g ; lc # lac ! LR

c ! L" LR
g $9%

It is interesting to compare the FONC for problems (1, 2) and (3, 4) with
those of problem (8, 9) (see Appendix). From Equation (19), GM farmers will
invest in bu!ers up to the point where their marginal cost (the first term on
the lhs of Eqn 19) equals the social marginal benefits associated with the
reduction in the contamination cost E (the second term on the lhs of Eqn 19).
This is in sharp contrast with the situation encountered in problem (1, 2),
where GM farmers set dg = 0. Because in the MJP case, GM farmers might
be required to adopt a bu!er (dg ‡ 0), expression (20) implies that their
investment in coordination e!ort should be determined so as to balance its
marginal cost with its marginal benefits in terms of three factors. First, a
reduction in GM farmers’ bu!er through increased aggregation (the first term
on the lhs of Eqn 20). Second, a reduction in conventional farmers’ bu!ers
through increased aggregation (the second term on the lhs of Eqn 20) Third,
a reduction in the contamination cost (the third term on the lhs of Eqn 20).
When GM bu!ers are adopted GM farmers’ land allocation decisions will
also be di!erent from problem (1, 2) (as in Eqn 14). From Equation (18), GM
farmers will increase the GM OSR area up to the point where marginal
returns on alternative land uses, taking into account the cost of their own buf-
fer (the second term on the lhs of Eqn 18), the marginal e!ects (MEs) on con-
ventional farmers of contamination (the fourth term on the lhs of Eqn 18)
and the cost of the conventional bu!er area (the third term on the lhs of Eqn
18), are equalised. This suggests that the presence of GM OSR a!ects conven-
tional farmers in two ways: by imposing some degree of contamination and
also by a!ecting the magnitude of the conventional bu!ers (as the bu!er must
be applied on all the edges of conventional fields adjacent to GM fields).
From Equation (21), conventional farmers will increase conventional OSR
area up to the point where marginal returns on alternative land uses, taking
into account also the e!ects on GM bu!er area (the last term on the lhs of
Eqn 21), are equalised. By comparing expression (21) with (Eqn 15), it is evi-
dent that when GM bu!ers are applied conventional farmers’ land allocation
decisions also have an e!ect on GM farmers. When pursuing MJP this external
e!ect must be accounted for. Expression (22) is identical to (Eqn 16). Finally,
expression (23) suggests that for conventional farmers the level of coordina-
tion e!ort consistent with MJP should be determined by balancing its mar-
ginal cost with its marginal benefits in terms of reduction in conventional
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bu!ers (the first term on the lhs of Eqn 23), reduction in GM bu!ers (the
second term on the lhs of Eqn 23) and reduction in the contamination cost
(the third term on the lhs of Eqn 23). By comparing Equation (23) with Eqn
(17), it appears that when property rights are assigned solely to conventional
growers conventional farmers will not invest enough in coordination e!ort
because they will ignore the benefits that accrue to GM farmers from
increased aggregation.
Denote the solution to Equations (8, 9) asMJP ( $l)g; l)ag; l)c ; l)ac; d)g; d)c ; e)g; e)c%.

The corrective mechanism to achieve the MJP could include several factors.
First, a mandatory bu!er on GM fields adjacent to conventional fields consis-
tent with MJP (but not with the complete elimination of the contamination
cost) d)g. Second, two taxes, s)g on the GMOSR land allocation (accounting for
crop contamination and for the e!ect on conventional bu!er area) and s)c on
conventional OSR land allocation (accounting for the e!ect on GM growers
bu!er area). Third, a mechanism to incentivise both GM and conventional
farmers to invest the appropriate resources in coordination e!ort. It is very
likely that s)g>s)c , and if the e!ect of land allocation decisions of one category
of farmers on the magnitude of the bu!er areas of the other category is rela-
tively small (i.e. @ac

#
@lg * 0 and @ag

#
@lc * 0), then s)g * @E

#
@lg and s)c * 0.

3. The Monte Carlo simulation

The objective in the rest of the paper is to characterise the function describing
the contamination externality, with particular attention to the e!ect of the
di!erent decision variables, and to discuss its implications for coexistence pol-
icies. Such decision variables are referred to as ‘policy variables’ because any
policy to regulate coexistence (such as a tax on GM land allocation or man-
datory bu!ers) will ultimately act on them.
The model employed here is relatively simple because it does not take into

account important factors like flower synchrony, seed survival, etc (e.g.,
Colbach et al. 2001). But it rather focuses on some of the variables that are
expressly being targeted by the evolving coexistence regulations in the EU. By
focusing on a more limited number of variables the model is able to provide
stylised results on the e!ectiveness of di!erent instruments to minimise the
externality at the landscape level.
In this paper, only a brief description of the model employed is provided.

The interested reader is referred to the more complete exposition presented in
Ceddia et al. (2007, 2009). A 100 ha landscape, consisting of a 1000 · 1000
two-dimensional grid of cells, each measuring 1 m2, is defined. The crop land-
scape can then be modelled as consisting of plants placed at the centre of each
of these cells. This grid of cells is divided conceptually into 100 identical 1 ha
fields (Figure 1).
Assume that a proportion lg of the 100 fields consists of GM OSR and a

proportion lc consists of conventional OSR while the remaining 100 ) lg ) lc
fields consist of another crop. Also assume that when a GM OSR and a
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conventional field are adjacent to each other bu!er areas of width dg and dc
are applied on the bordering sides of the fields. In this experiment both the
GM and conventional bu!ers are assumed to be left bare.4 To calculate the
level of GM cross-pollination in each conventional field, an average individ-
ual dispersal function (IDF), as estimated by Lavigne et al. (1998), is used.
Using this pollen dispersal function for OSR, 54.65 per cent of the pollen pro-
duced in a cell falls on the square itself, while the remaining 45.35 per cent dis-

perses according to the negative exponential function g d$ % ! K 0:125$ %2
2p e"0:125d

(where d is the radial distance from the source, and K is a constant to ensure
the integral of the function is unity).5 GM AP levels at the scale of fields, as
the average of the AP level of each cell in that field6, are then obtained.

Figure 1 Pollen-mediated adventitious presence levels in conventional fields at 1 m2 level (top
left panel) and averaged within a field (top right panel). The bottom left panel illustrates an
enlargement of the top left panel, while the colour scale used is represented in the bottom right
panel.

4 An extension of the model could consider the e!ect of having conventional bu!ers planted
with OSR which could be subsequently sold as GM.

5 Notice that in Lavigne et al. original paper the function is specified as g d$ % !
K 0:375$ %2

2p e"0:375d because their basic distance unit is 3 m.
6 In doing so, the cells that belong to the bu!er areas are not considered.
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During the simulation, the area of conventional crop (net of the bu!er)
corresponding to those fields with AP levels above the 0.9 per cent threshold,
CL, was recorded. To compute C, UK OSR production data are used to fit
the following functional form, C ! fc CL$ % ! 3 CL$ %0:9.
The main purpose of the simulation is to generate data to estimate

expressions (5) and to test (7). Note that for given premium Dp the external-
ity E is entirely defined by the ‘contaminated output’ C. Therefore, the
e!ort will be concentrated on estimating C (expression 6). To ensure
enough variability in the data generation process and to better estimate
their e!ect on C, in each run of the simulation, the ‘policy variables’ are
drawn from independent uniform distribution as follows: lg + U 13; 52$ %,
lc + U 12; 48$ %, dg + U 0; 10$ % and dc + U 0; 10$ %. The maximum width of the
bu!er areas was set at 10 m, reasonable given the relatively small size of
the fields (1 ha). Basing dispersal on an IDF function allows us to assess
the e!ect of spatial aggregation of GM and conventional fields in the land-
scape. In each simulation run the position of the GM and conventional
fields in the landscape was randomly assigned. In reality it is likely that
fields with similar crops are not located randomly in the landscape but that
the presence of the externality might induce the recipient of the externality
to cluster away from the generators (Parker and Munroe 2007). However,
assuming random field locations is necessary in the Monte Carlo experiment
to obtain su"cient variability in the aggregation variable A to better esti-
mate its e!ects on C. Once C has been estimated it is still possible to infer
the implications of changes of the relevant variables (e.g., crop areas, bu!er
areas) for di!erent levels of spatial aggregation (see Ceddia et al. 2009).
The level of spatial aggregation is quantified by using the index developed
by He et al. (2000)

A !
Xn

i!1

Ai ' ai 0 , A , 1 $10%

Ai ! ei;i
#
max ei;i $11%

where A: Aggregation index for the landscape; Ai: Aggregation index for the
i-th class; ei,i: total number of edges shared by the i-th class; max_ei,i:
maximum (possible) number of edges shared by the i-th class; ai: % of the
landscape occupied by the i-th class; n: total number of classes.

4. Results

Through 3000 simulation runs data are generated to estimate Equations (6)
and test (7). Table 1 provides descriptive statistics for the data recorded
during the simulation.
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4.1. The contaminated output C

The data generated were used to estimate (6). As no information is available
on the possible functional form, a Box–Cox transformation is used as follows

s C; k$ % ! b0 # b1s lg; k
! "

# b2s lc; k$ % # b3dg # b4dc # b5A# u $12%

where

s x; k$ % ! xk " 1

k
$13%

The choice of transformed variables in Equation (12) reflects the fact
that this specification yields the best results7 and that as k fi 0 the
model converges to the log-log model estimated in Ceddia et al. (2009).
In the estimation observations with C = 0 are dropped, as in this case
k = 0 cannot be defined. As both the linear and log-log model are nested
in Equation (12), we use a likelihood ratio test to determine whether
k = 0 and k = 1 should be rejected. Estimation results for Equation (12)
are presented in Table 2.
The results of the test are presented at the bottom of Table 2 and allow the

rejection of the hypothesis that k = 1 (linear model) and k = 0 (log-log
model). The Box–Cox transformation with k = 0.2868 is the best model.

4.2. Comparative analysis

To assess the e!ect of changes in the variables lg, lc, dg, dc and A on C, the
MEs are considered. The last row in Table 3 illustrates the MEs for C.
For comparison purposes, the corresponding MEs associated with the log-

log specification published in Ceddia et al. (2009) are presented in the first
row. Although the variables’ ranking (in terms of magnitude of MEs) does

Table 1 Descriptive statistics for the variables in the simulation

Variables Description (unit) Mean SD Min Max # Obs

lg # of 1 ha genetically modified (GM)
fields (# and/or ha)

32.5 11.5 13 52 3000

lc # of 1 ha conv. fields (# and/or ha) 29.9 10.7 12 48 3000
dg Bu!er width on GM fields (m) 4.9 3.1 0 10 3000
dc Bu!er width on conv. fields (m) 5.1 3.2 0 10 3000
A Aggregation index 0.4 0.06 0.25 0.66 3000
CL Conv. fields with adventitious

presence ‡ 0.9% (ha)
6.2 6.2 0 35 3000

C Output produced on CL (tons) 18.7 18.6 0 104.1 3000

7 Di!erent specifications of the Box–Cox transformation are selected between on the basis
of information criteria.
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not change across models, it appears that the MEs are always larger in the
Box–Cox model. The one exception to this is the spatial aggregation variable
A. The results presented are qualitatively analogous to those in Ceddia et al.
(2009). C is increasing in the GM area and decreasing in the width of the
bu!ers (both on GM and conventional fields) and in the degree of spatial
aggregation. This confirms the hypothesis in Equation (7). Additionally,
@C=@lc>0, implying that the ‘dilution e!ect’ is dominated by the ‘production
e!ect’. The MEs analysis suggests that the degree of spatial aggregation is
the single most important factor in determining C. Moreover, it appears that
bu!er areas on conventional fields are more e!ective than bu!er areas on
GM fields. This may be attributed to the fact that the largest AP concentra-
tions always occur on the edges of conventional fields; when the bu!er is
applied on the conventional fields the conventional output most susceptible
to contamination is reduced.

5. Discussion

The possibility of contamination of conventional/organic produce with
GM material and the consumers’ aversion towards GM produce makes

Table 2 The estimated Box–Cox model (Eqn 12)

Coe"cient SE P[|Z| > z]

Transformed variables
lg 1.13 0.021 0.000
lc 0.55 0.016 0.000

Non-transformed variables
Constant )3.04 0.20 0.000
dg )0.18 0.008 0.000
dc )0.36 0.015 0.000
A )0.95 0.29 0.001

Transformation parameter
k 0.2868 0.015 0.000
Model Log-L )7683.99
Model P[|Z| > z] 0.000
Obs. 2628

Test H0 Restricted LogL LR v2 P > v2

k = 0 )7854.97 341.97 0.00
k = 1 )8621.84 1875.72 0.00

Table 3 Marginal e!ects on the contaminated output C at the model’s sample mean

Model lg lc dg dc A

Log–Log 0.51* 0.26* )0.9* )1.96* )8.89*
Box–Cox 0.62* 0.32* )1.22* )2.45* )6.45*

*0.1% significance level.
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coexistence between GM and conventional crops an issue of spatial externali-
ties. Regulation of coexistence in North America and in the EU reflects the
di!erent assignment of property rights. In the EU the ‘newcomer principle’
assigns property rights to conventional/organic farmers through the introduc-
tion of ex-ante technical measures necessary to keep contamination below the
established threshold and ex-post liability (e.g. Beckmann et al. 2010).
This paper first developed a model to analyse the problem of coexistence

and then used a Monte Carlo simulation to assess the nature of the external-
ity associated with pollen-mediated gene flow.
The analytical model draws on the theory of externalities and provides a

number of stylised results. When property rights are assigned to GM farmers
they will adopt no measures to reduce contamination of conventional
farmers. Conventional growers, as recipient of the externality, will protect
themselves by adopting bu!ers on the edges of their conventional fields neigh-
bouring GM fields and will tend to cluster away from GM fields. This result
is consistent with the existence of spatial externalities (Parker and Munroe
2007).8

In contrast, when property rights are assigned to conventional farmers but
the aim is the maximisation of joint profits the economic model shows that
coexistence involves mutual interdependences between conventional and GM
farmers for the following reasons:

1. The cost of contamination to conventional growers depends also on GM
farmers’ decisions about land allocation, bu!ers and coordination.

2. The cost of having a bu!er on conventional fields (i.e., the cost of self pro-
tection) also depends on GM farmers’ land allocation and coordination
decisions.

3. The cost of having a bu!er on GM fields (i.e., the cost of abatement) also
depends on conventional farmers’ land allocation and coordination
decisions.

4. Coordination of planting decisions among farmers (GM and/or conven-
tional) provides a ‘public good’ (i.e., the benefits of spatial aggregation)
and therefore involves externalities.

The current coexistence regulatory framework in the EU is likely to be inef-
ficient, not because it assigns property rights to conventional farmers (the
‘newcomer principle’), but because it requires the complete elimination of the
externality and damage compensation therefore removing any incentive for
the victims to self-protect. Additionally, it only focuses on the first two points
above, failing to recognise the mutual interdependence between ‘emitters’ and
‘victims’ (Vatn and Bromley 1997).

8 Although not explicitly analysed here, it is easy to imagine what would happen if property
rights were assigned to conventional growers in such a way as to require full compensation and
zero contamination costs (as currently in the EU): GMO farmers would protect themselves,
for example by increasing clustering, as mentioned in Consmüller et al. (2009).
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The Monte Carlo experiment allows us to rank di!erent ‘policy variables’
for containing the cross-pollination. The most e!ective is found to be spatial
aggregation, followed in order by bu!ers, GM land allocation decisions and
conventional crop land allocation decisions. This is in line with recent research
arguing in favour of a more flexible regulation of coexistence, based on the use
of bu!ers and coordination (Demont et al. 2009). The simulation also shows
that conventional bu!ers are alwaysmore e!ective thanGMbu!ers.
As coordination provides a public good (higher clustering) it will be under-

supplied. The extent to which increases in the coordination e!ort necessary to
increase spatial aggregation should be pursued will clearly depend on the costs
of coordination (Furtan et al. 2007; Consmüller et al. 2009). Anymeasure that
could lower the costs of coordination is likely to be very important for coexis-
tence. Additionally, the economic model suggests that MJP does not require
conventional farmers to have no bu!er areas. If bu!ers on conventional fields
are more e!ective at abating the externality MJP could require conventional
farmers (the ‘victims’) to invest more in this measure than GM farmers. This
has already been raised by Vatn and Bromley (1997), albeit in a di!erent con-
text. As GM land allocation decisions are also important in determining the
magnitude of the cross-pollination externality coexistence policies should tar-
get this aspect through a Pigovian tax or other such instruments. Finally, as
conventional crop land allocation decisions are important not only in deter-
mining the magnitude of the cross-pollination externality, but also a!ect GM
farmers (i.e., a!ecting the size of the GM bu!er as outlined in the economic
model), coexistence regulations should also consider this aspect.
The results presented cannot be immediately generalised because they

depend on the specific model assumptions (e.g., bare bu!ers), the IDF chosen
in the simulation and on field size. The identification of specific policies for
coexistence is beyond the remit of this paper and must be addressed on a
case-by-case basis. Despite this, the findings expressed here should provide
useful ground for future research.
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Appendix

The first-order necessary conditions for problem (1–2) are

pg
dfg
dlg

" cg ! pc
dfa
dlag

" ca $14%

The first order necessary conditions for problem (3–4) are

pc
dfc

dl̂c
" cc

$ %
@ l̂c
@lc

" h
@ac
@lc

" @E

@lc
! pa

dfa
dlac

" ca $15%

cc " h" pc
dfc

dl̂c

$ %
@ac
@dc

" @E

@dc
! 0 $16%

cc " h" pc
dfc

dl̂c

$ %
@ac
@A

@A

@ec
" @E

@A

@A

@eg
" w ! 0 $17%

The first-order necessary conditions for problem (8–9) are

pg
dfg

dl̂g
" cg

 !
@ l̂g
@lg

" h
@ag
@lg

" pc
dfc

dl̂c
" cc # h

$ %
@ac
@lg

" @E

@lg
! pa

dfa
dlag

" ca $18%

cg " h" pg
dfg

dl̂g

 !
@ag
@dg

" @E

@dg
! 0 $19%
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cg " h" pg
dfg

dl̂g

 !
@ag
@A

@A

@eg
# cc " h" pc
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dl̂c

$ %
@ac
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@eg
" @E

@A
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@eg
" w ! 0

$20%
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